The FAI Environmental Commission (EnvC) studies air sports interaction with the environment. This is a very small FAI commission that is focused on promoting environmental values and showcasing the value of environmental friendly practices in relation to air sports. It held its most recent plenary at FAI in March 2017.

At the March meeting, EnvC president Pierre Duval noted that interest in the commission’s work was lacking. The rewritten Environmental Code was circulated to NACs and ASCs with the expectation that it would be incorporated into the FAI Sporting Code.

Several ideas were presented to promote the commission’s goals including the concept of an electric race, having meetings alongside another Commission meetings and holding the EnvC plenary alongside an event such as AERO Friedrichshafen.

The Angelo d’Arrigo Diploma was awarded to an aerobatic Extra plane project re-engineered with a Siemens electric motor.

EnvC President Pierre Duval and Vice President Sergey Ananov were reelected for another term. The secretary position is now vacant.

Questions for the CIMA Plenary

1. Has there been any notable recent CIMA environmentally friendly activity including championships and records?
2. Would CIMA be interested in supporting EnvC activity if microlights or paramotors could be included?